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COMPLETE CIRCUIT SYS'l'JIM OJ' A COMMERCIAL OSCILLOSCOPB 

The entire circuit system of an oscilloscope 1B built around the cathode- 

ray tu.be - for providing the necessary electrical potentials, and for impressing 

the signal• on the deflectin& platee and spread the 1.Dage acroee the aoreen of 

the tube so that the wave fonne can be observed and analyzed ·to beat advantage. 

The Supreme Model 546 discussed and illustrated here poeseeeee all the features 
I 

of a typical oscilloscope as used for radio analysis and alignment work. 

The power supply cont.a.ins two rectifier systems, one a half-wave high w l t 

ege system to supply the operatin& potentials to the cathode-ray tube, and the 

other a full-wave circuit for opere.ting the two amplifiers and the sweep fre- 

quency generator. A si�gle high-voltage secondary winding on the power trans- 

former feeds both rectifiers. The he.lf-we.ve rectifier employing tube T-l (type 

80). differs from the conventional arrangement in order that the higr-pctcntial 

side ca.n be grounded. Current flow in this system is as indicated by the short 

:beavy arrows. It lea voe the tu.be a t the filament termh.a.l B and enters the 

transformer winding at L,  lE>-'lving e.t tap 2 and reacbing the vo Ltage divid.E>r �.t 

poir-t 5 ,  which is at ma.ximum positive potential. It  lEl&.vas the divider at point 

8 (mininmm negative potential) and re-Ante�s the rectifier tubo �t the comzr.on 

plate terminal. 

In thfl full-1re.ve rectifier cur rerrt flow is as indicated. by the lone; thin 

arrows. From the cer.ter-t.ap C on the filruoent wir.d!ne it flows thro"gh the 

filt.e:- choke -L-1 and enters the upper voltage divider at 9, t'I-.,; point of maximum 

podtive potential, and Leaves e,t 5 whic�; i£ a t  minin:UJ:1 nega t.i ve potnJt!ri.1. I t  

er.ters tte transformer at ta.; 2 ,  and durine; one half �f thA cycle 1£e-::o!:! at 

tap 3 and the other half at terminal l�. Poii:t 5 ,  which is th,, junction point, 
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ie positive with re9Pect to &IJ1' part of the half-wave rectifier and negative 

� for &D1' portion of the full-wave rectifier. Also, in the line 2 to 5 current 

r> flows away from the transformer in the lalf-wave rectifier and into the tre.ne 

former for the tull-wave rectifier. 

In the cathode-ray tube the cathode is tied to one side of the filament, 

and also connect9 to point 7 on the voltage divider. Potentiometer R-9 controle 

the negative potential on the grid and is the Intensity Control. R-7 regulates 

the positive potential on anode No. l a n d  is the Focusing Control. Wit.r.in the 

tube one of each pe.ir of deflecting plates is tied to anode No. 2 and grounded. 

Since point 5 likewise is grounded, this is equivalent to making a direct con 

nection from point 5 to anode No. 2,  and anode No. 2 is at maxinrum positive 

potential. 

To impress the signal on the vertical deflecting plates tw� tip jacks are 

provided, labeled VER. and GND. Potentiometer R-17 in series with fixed con 

den1er c-7 is across these jacks, with the slider connected to the grid of a 

6c6 tube. AS the slider is moved left or right, more or less of the signal 

is supplied to this tube, and R-17 acts as a gain control. The signal is 

amplified in the tube and reappEle.rs across load resistor R-12 at point 13. 

It  is then transmitted through condenser C-10 to the vertical deflectiDg plate 

at 14. But in this line is a s.P.D.T. switch S-1 which is operated by the 

abaft on potentiometer R-17. When R-17 is turned into the off position, S1'1'1tch 

S-1 is tripped breaking the line from 13 to 14, and cutti�.g the amplifier tub� 

out of the circuit. .A.t the a&r.e time the vertical plate, poi�t 14, is con 

nected to the tip jack labeled v. This setting is used when a signal is to be 

impreosed directly on the vertical plate without the interven�.ng amplifier. 

\Then potantiometer R.-17 is turned on, ewi tch S-1 shifts to the left, and the 

a.n!plifier tube 19 again connected into the vertical deflecting plate line and 
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jack VER must be used. R-17 determines the Tertical height of the image arid is called 

the Vertical Amplifier Control. 

Similarly, for impressing a signal on the horizontal deflecting plates two 

tip jacks labeled HOR and GND are provided. Potentiometer R-18 is across these 

jacks with the slider leading to the grid of another 6C6 tube that serves as an 

intervening amplifier. Contact is made at terminal 15 to the cathode-ray tube. 

In series with the line is switch S-2. When R-18 is turned to the counter-clock 

wise Of� position, S-2 breaks the line, takes the 6C6 tube out of the circuit, 

and connects the free horizontal plate to a tip jack labeled H. This arrange 

ment is for making contact directly with the horizontal plate. Turning R-18 on, 

trips S-2 and connects the tube into the circuit. Since R-18 regulates the 

amount of signal voltage that reaches the grid of the tube, it determines the 

horizontal width of the image, and is called the Horizontal Amplifier Control. 

At times it is desired to shift the image on the screen in a vertical or 

horizontal direction. This is done with the aid of potentiometers R-10 and 

R-11 that are connected from point 6 on the lower voltage divider to point 10 

on the upper divider. The slider of R-10 is connected through resistor R-15 to 

the vertical deflecting plate line, while the slider of R-11 is connected 

through R-11 to the horizontal deflecting plate line. By moving the slider of 

either potentiometer up or down, the free vertical or horizontal plate is made 

more positive or negative than the tied-to-ground plates, and the image is con 

sequently moved vertically or sidewise. Potentiometer R-10 is termed the 

Vertical Positioning Control on the instrument panel, and R-11 the Horizontal 

Positioning Control. 

At the right in the diagram is the saw-tooth sweep frequency oscillator 

employing a type 885 gas discharge triode. S-3 is the Sweep Selector Switch 

that cuts in the necessary condenser (C-13 to C-18). Rheostat R-25 is the 
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Vernier Control that regulates the crarging current and f'urther selects the 

oscillator frequency. The plate supp� is tapped off at point 9 on the volt- 

age divider. The saw-tooth voltage developed by the sweep frequency oscillator 

is tapped off at point 16 and supplied to the horizontal plate through switch 

s-4, a S.P.D.T. switch labeled :mxt.-Int. Sweep on the panel. The positicn 

shown is f'oz- employir1g an external sweep voltage. If the awi tch is thrown to 

the right, Int. Sweep, the sweep voltage generated within the • scope by the 

saw-tooth oscillator is used for sweeping the im.ge across the screen. .u be 

fore, potentiometer R-18 ree,"Ulates the strength of the sweep voltage that reache11 

the horizontal plate, and determines the horizontal width of the inage whether 

an external or interml sweep vol to.ge is employed. 

The discharge frequency of the iJ,885 triode is detenoined not only by the 

plate potential built up across the charging condenser (C-13 to C-18), but also 

by the potential on the grid. This latter fact makes it  possible to tie to 

gether the action on the Vertical and the Horizontal deflecting plates so that 

a stationary 1.n:age is secured on the screen. This synchronizing is accomplished 

with the aid of potentiometer R-20, the slider of which is connected directJ.¥ 

to the grid of the #885 triode. Potentiometer Ro-20 is consequentJ.¥ called the 

Synchronizing Control on the panel. Since for certain VJ)es of work it is 

desirable to use an external synchronizing potential, while for othere a part 

of the potential impraseed on the vertical plates ie needed, one side of the 

Synchronizing Control potentiometer is connected to and movable arm of another 

s.P.D.T. switch 5-5, labeled Ext.-Syn. and Int.-Syn. on the panel. 

In the ht. position the switch contact connec ta to a special tip jack 

marked Ext.-Syn., and in this position any external voltage can be impressed 

on the grid of the *gg5 triode for regulating its discharge frequency. In the 

lnt.-Syn. position the switch contact makes connection with the vertical de- 
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:tlecting plate circuit at point 17. By moving the slider of B.-20 up or down, 

more or lees of the vertical deflecting voltage is tapped off and impressed on 

r" the grid of the gas triode. Thie Synchronizing Control should never be turned 

on f'u.rther than is necessary to fix the inage in a stationary position. 

TEE TRIUMPH MODEL 830 OSCILIDGRAPH 

The Triumph Model s30 Oscillograph, ma.de 'by the Triumph Manufacturing 

Company, is equipped with a type 9o6 three-inch ca tho de-ray tube and is quite 

similar to other comnercial instruments of this type, but bas the addi tiona.l 

feature of having a frequency modulator or Wobbulator, as it is called, iIP 

corporated in its structure. This makes it possible to use the Model 830 for 

visual alignment work in conjunction with a?zy" standard service oscillator that 

is not equipped for frequency mod:lllation. 

The power supply uses a 1-V rectifier tube in the usual half-wave rectifier 

sys tew for supplying tr..e high opero ting voltages to the cathode-ray tube. The 

Intensity Control potentiometer for regulating the negative potential on the 

_.,,; grid of the tube is cle.arl.y illustrated, as is also the Focusing Control for 

regulating the positive potential on Anode #1. Anode 12 is shown tied to one of 

the vertical and horizontal deflecting plates and also to ground. As usual, this 

ground connection is the point of �.ximum positive potential on the rectifier 

system. 

There is also a type 84 tube operated in a full-wave rectifier system for 

furnishing the required voltages to the vertical and horizontal amplifiers, as 

well as to the sweep frequency generator and to the wobbulator unit. This 

rectifier is connected in series with the 1lalf-wavo system mentioned above, and 

the ground connection here is the point of minimum negative potential on its 

voltage divider. 

The Vertical Beam and Horizontal Beam controls shoffll in the diagram serve 
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to shift the image vertically or horizontally, and to locate it in the desired 

poai tion on the screen of the tube. All these controls are clear]¥ marked 

on the instrument panel. 

The Vertical Input Jacks are shown in the upper left-hand corner ot the 

diagram, and across these is connected the Vertical Ga.in control potentiometer 

that regulates the signal supplied to the 6SJ7 amplifier tu.be and detennines the 

vertical height of the inage on the screen. Attached to this potentiometer 

abaft is also a S.P.D.T. switch by means of which the amplifier tu.be is cut out 

of the circuit so that the signal can be impressed direct� on the vertical 

plate throU&b, a suitable blocking condenser. 

:Below these are shown the Horizontal Input jacks and the Horizontal Ga.in 

control for regulating another 6SJ7 tube that determines the horizontal width 

of the image. This amplifier tube can also be cut out of the circuit w1 th a 

s.P.D.T. switch mounted on the sha.:f't of the potentiometer, so that the signals 

can be impressed diroctl.y on the horizontal deflecting plate through the pro 

per protecting condenser� 

The Sweep Frequency generator employ-s a type 884 gas discharge triode, and 

has a 6-position selector switch, four points for detennining the aweep fre 

quency range, one for autOJJBtically synchronizing the generator circuit with 

the wobbul.ator s-Jstem, and the le.st an Off pQsition. The switch must be in 

this off position when a signal volt.a� is to be impressed direct� on the 

horizontal deflecting plates. ·The sweep Vernier control is a potentiometer in 

series with the 884 plate line. The output of the· generator is tapped off at 

the plate line and impressed on the Horizontal input control. 

T'.oe Locking or Syncnronizing control is also a potentiometer with the 

slider connected thr�h the lower deck of t.rie selector swi. ten. to the grid of 

the 834 tuba, Two synl'.!hronizing :;,osi tions are provided - in the position 
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shown part of the Vertical deflecting pl.ate potential 1• ued• and when the 

ni tch ia thrown for External Synchronizing an external potential can be used. 

a aepare.te tip jack being provided for thia purpose. Whan the Locking control � 

1• turned clear to the off pos1 t1on, it trip• a n1 tch that rmkea available a 

6o-cycle potential for synchronizing. 'l'hia completee the component parts of 

the Oacillograph proper. 

The Wobbulator conaiata of a fixed frequency oscillator functioning at 1000 

kc .  However• it ia frequellCY' modulated. by a separate 605 tube tba t servea aa 

a frequency control b7 'V&.l'yin& the effective capacity across the tuned coil. 

The amount of capacity variation, and the range of frequency modulation, 1• 

regulated by a sepe.rate. potentiometer that controls the grid biae fluctuation• 

on the 6c5 tube. Thia cban.gH the ampli tu.de of the grid fluctuations and also 

the variations 1n input capaci v • and this in turn modula tu the frequancy of 

the oscillator. 

To u11e thia wobbula tor• the output of the signal genera tor on hand is con- 
., 

nected to the jack mrked "R.l'.-In11 on the oscillograph panel. This impresses 

the sigtlf\l on the modulator grid of the 6KS tube, and here it is hete�d;yned 

with the 1000-cycle signal so that a beat frequency is produced which 1=• the 

sum or difference of the two frequencies. This beat frequency is also wobbulated 
, 

over the d891red range and is avail.able at the jack labeled "R.?.-Out". The 

external oscillator mo.at always be tuned to euch a frequency that the differepce 

be tween i ta frequency ·and 1000 Kc. is the required opera ting frequency. 

THE TRIPLETT MODEL 1691 DELUXll OSCILIDSCOPlD 

The Triplett Model 1691 Oscilloscope, which also employs a 3-inch cathode- 

ray tube, is quite conventional in i ta general circuit arrangement• but has in- 

corporated in it a IIUlllber of individual design features that a re rather attractive. 

The power supply employs a type 25z6 t-..ibe that is operated as two separate 
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half-wave rectifiers. one through the lower half of the high-voltage trans- 

former winding for BUpplying the operating voltages to the cathode-ray tube. 

and the ot..'lier through t.'ie upper half of the winding for feeding the vertical 

and horizontal amplifier tul>es and the sweep frequency genera.tor. The center 

tap on this winding is grounded. and is the point of high poai tive potential for 
. 

the first rectifier system as well as the negative retuni point on the other 

system. That is•  the two rectifiers are in series with their common�point 

grounded to the chassis. 

In the cathode-ray tube the cathode is internally tied to one side of the 

filament or heater and externally connected to the voltage divider between the 

Intensi 't;y Control and Focusing Control potentiometers. which are clearly in- 

dicated in the diagram. Anode No. 2 as usual is tied to one of the vertical and 

horizontal deflecting plates within the tube. and externally it is grounded. 

It is.  therefore, at aax1mum positive potential. The two Spot-Centering or 

positioning controls are shown connected across the high-potential grounded 

point on the voltage divider. 

The Vertical input jacks are shown at the left in the diagram• and the 

slider of the Vertical .lmplifier Control is conne�ted to a 3-point 2-position 

rotary switch. With this switch in the 11In11 position. points numbered 1 touch 

the contact arcs. and the output of the amplifier tube. a type 6J7, is im 

pressed on the vertical deflecting plate. In the "Out" position, switch points 

numbered 2 touch the contact arcs. the anplifier tube is cut out of the circuit. 

and the control slider is connected direct� to the vertical plate thrau&h an 

.05 condenser. In either position part of the signal potential going to the 

vertical plate is also ave,ilable at the Sweep Selector switch for synchronizing 

or locking in. 

The Horizontal input jacks are shown at the right, and here the Horizontal 
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.Amplifier Control is connected to a 3-point 3-posi tion selector awi tch, In the 

position labeled "Out", points numbered 3 touch the control area. Thie connects 

the red Horizontal jack to the .Amplifier Control and the slider of this control 

through an .()Sj condenser directly to the Horizontal deflecting plate. In other 

words, the amplifier tube, a type 6c6, is cut out of the circuit. 

In the position labeled "In''• points numbered 2 touch the contact arcs, and 

the red Horizontal jack is again connected to the .Amplifier Control, but the 

slider now joins to the grid of the 606 horitontal amplifier tube. Also, the 

plate of this tube is connected thro�h the .c,; condenser to the Horizontal de 

flecting plate. The Slllplifier tube is, therefore, in operation between the 

Horizontal input jack and the Horizontal plate in the catr..ode-1°2cy' tube. 

In the position labeled "Sweep", points numbered l touch the contact arcs, 

Thi� cuts out the Red Horizontal jack and instead connects the output of the 

Sweep Frequency Generator to the Amplifier Control. The slider is still joined 

to the grid of the amplifier tube and the plate is coupled to the Horizontal 

deflecting plates. In other words, the output of the Sweep Frequency Generator 

is now impressed on the Horizontal deflectill€ plate with the amplifier in series. 

In the Sweep Frequency oscillator system a type 885 gas triode is used, and 

across the plate circuit of the tube is a 7-position selector switch for cutting 

in the desired frequency range. In series with the plate circuit is the Sweep 

Vernier for further adjusting the frequency to the exact value. The high volt 

age opera.till€ potential is supplied to the plate circuit through one of the 

contact arcs on the Horizontal Amplifior switch. 

For synchronizing the Sweep Frequency generator a Sweep Lock control is 

provided, the upper end of which is connected to a 3-posi tion Sweep Selector 

Switch. In one position labeled Lin. In·t. (Linear Internal) tr.is switch 

supplies part of the signal voltage sent to the Vertical Deflecting pl.lite for 
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synchronizing. In the second position it provides a 60-cycle A.O. potential 

which is tapped off from one of the secondary windings on the power transformer, 

� and in the third labeled Ext. it connects to a tip jack at the top of the 

instrument panel so that any desired external potential can be used for 

synchronizing or controlling the Sweep Frequency generator. 

This completes the circuit system of the entire oscilloscope, and although 

the arrangem9nt is quite standard, the sw1 tching controls are somewhat different 

from those used in other •scopes. 

HOW TO OPERA.TE AN OSCILWSCOPE 

To obtain optimum per!ornance from an oscilloscope and prolong the useful 

life of the tu.be as much as possible, certain operating principles should be 

observed and other practices guarded against. The following outline gives the 

proper method of procedure for putting an oscilloscope into operation. A 

number of experimental exercises are also given to enable those unacquainted 

with the instrument to gain some experience in the II8llipulation of the various 

controls. 

Putting An Oscilloscope Into Operation 

Before an oscilloscope is tu.rned on, these control settings should be D8de: 

The Sweep Frequency control put in the off position, the External-Internal Sweep 

switch in the External position, the Vertical and Horizontal Gain controls tu.med 

in a clock.wire direction just far enough to trip their 91fitches, the Synchronizing 

control turned to zero, and the Vertical and Horizontal Shift knobs rotated 

about half'-�. The Intensity Control is then advaIJ.ced far enough to trip the 

On-Cff switch, and the Foetus Control is rotated throi1gh about ninety degrees. 

After the tu.be he.9 we.rmed up for a mim.lte or more, the Intensity Control 

is advanced slowly until the green spot of light becomes visible on the sc�een. 

Both the Focusing and Intensity controls are than adjusted together u11til a clean 
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aharp apot is obtained, but not any brighter than is necessary to be visible. 

Cautionl - Never let the spot rea:iain in a fixed position for any length of 

time, for otherwise 1 t will burn the screen and render it inoperative at tbat 

place. If the epot of light does not appear at the center of the screen, it 

can readi]¥ be positioned by adjusting the Vertical Shift and Horizonte.l Shift 

controls. 

The oscilloscope is now rea� for use, and merely needs to be connected to 

the receiver itself and to wlatever accessories are required. The service to 

which 1 t is to be put 
I 

of course, will determine the ad.di tional control adjust 

men ts that are necessary. Important! - Whenever a •scope is to stand idle for 

a few minutes or longer time, the Intensity Control should be turned back (not 

to trip the switch, however) so as to conserve the active Il8terial on the screen. 

Practice Exercises 

TO MOVE OR SHIFT THI SPOT VERTICALLY. To shift the spot of light in a 

vertical direction, a suitable potential must be impressed on the vertical plates. 

The A.O. line voltage is used at this time. Without changing the control 

settings arranged above, insert one end of a pair of test leads into the "Vert." 

and 11Gnd11 tip jacks on the oscilloscope, and the other end into a convenient 

A.O. outlet. Be careful that they do not short or that you do not touch them. 

Slowly edvance the Vertical Ge.in control, and gradually the spot of light 

will .elongate into a vertical line. Further adjust the control until the line 

is about two inches long. This line now represents the movement of the spot of 

light as the electron ray is influenced by- the alternating potential on the 

vertical plates. As the potential increases from zero to a positive IIBXinmm, 

1 t shifts the spot upward; and as it drops back to zero, it returns the spot to 

its posi ti.on of rest. But at this instant the voltage reverses and increases 

to a. negative uaximum, carrying the spot of light downward; and as it decreased 
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to zero again, it brings the spot of light back also. 

Since the A.O. voltage passes through 6o such cycle• per second, the spot 

r- of light also makes 6o complete up and down swings in a second. .il th.o'u&h there 

is only a single spqt of light tbat IOOves through these successive positions, 

the fact that the motion occurs so rapi� and that the impression in the frYe 

lingers for a fractional pa.rt of a second, causes the motion to appear as one 

conti:au.ous line. In a similar JIBnner an A.C. voltage of aey frequency up to 

the limit of the amplifier can be impressed on the deflecting plates and cause 

a vertical awing of the spot of light. 

As the gain control is increased or decreased, the length of the vertical 

line changes accordingly due to the amplifying action of the amplifier between 

the input to the • scope and the vertical deflecting plates. l3y adjusting this 

gain control it is possible to regulate the size of the image on the screen 

according to the value of the input voltage. When disconnecting the test leads 

first remove them from the A.O. outlet and then from the oscilloscope. 

TO SWING THE SPOT HORIZONTALLY 

The spot of light can be shifted horizon t.a.lly by impressing an external volt 

age on the horizontal plates, or by using the internal saw tooth oscillator. The 

external voltage will be applied first, but before this is done the vertical gain 

control should be returned to its original position and all other controls left 

as they wore set previously. 

Insert one end of the test leads into the 11Hor� and 11Gnd11 tip jacks and the 

other end into the A.O. outlet. Gradually advance the Horizontal Ge.in Control, and 

soon the spot of light will elongate into a horizontal line. This line is again 

the result of the influence of the A.C. potential on the ray of electrons, except 

that now the potential is impressed on the horizontal plates and the spot swings 

in a horizont.a.l direction. The intenei ty control should be set just high enough 

to produce a clear visible line. 
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This .horizontal line is frequ.entl.y used as a reference line and is then 

called the Zero .A.xis. Distances above th.'\.s line are considered positive and 

distances below as negative. It  is also known as the Timing A:ds or Time Basa, 

for the horizontal movements are sometimes used as a standard against which the 

frequency- of the voltage impressed on the vertical plates is measured. 

CONNECTIONS MADE DIROO'l'LY TO DEFLECTING PIATES 

Provisions are also mde on oscilloscopes for connecting directly to the 

deflecting plates, with the amplifiers cut out of the circuit. The instructions 

accompanying an instrument then indicate how the controls must be set. Generally 

a separate tip jack is provided. On the Supreme Model 5461 for e:xample, a tip 

jack labeled "V'' connects directly to the Vertical plates and another labeled "H" 

connects to the horizontal plates. When direct connections are made, the Vertical 

Gain and Horizontal Gain controls are returned clear to the off position to cut 

the amplifiers out of the circuit entirely. 

There are not IIBny occasions when such direct connections are used. :But 

since there are no series condensers, this DB.k:es it possible to use the •scope 

as a D.C. voltmeter. Voltages up to about 90 or 100 volts can be applied directly 

to the pla tea without carrying the in:age off the screen. To use the oscillos 

cope as a D.O. voltmeter, the Vertical and Horizontal Gain controls are turned 

to the off position and connections are I.lll.de directly to the 11V11 and 11Gnd11 

plate. Under these conditions, the Vertical and Horizontal positioning controls 

are inoperative. A gracbla tad screen is generally provided with an oscilloscope 

to be placed in front of the tube. By noting to what height the vertical line 

rises when D.C. voltages of known value a.re impressed on the vertical plate, the 

screen can be calibrated directly in volts. Unknown voltages can then be 

measured against this scale. 
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